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In Covenant and Communion, international best-selling author, Scott Hahn,
provides a key that unlocks the theology of Pope Benedict XVI,
demonstrating its rootedness in scripture.
The first half of the twentieth century saw the emergence of three renewal
movements in Catholic thought – the biblical, the patristic, and the liturgical.
These movements converge and flourish in Benedict’s theology as never
before. He brings together the best of modern scientific methods of studying
biblical texts with an unrivalled grasp of the history and tradition of the
Church.
Scott Hahn’s introduction to what he describes as ‘a theology of great power
and beauty’ is vivid and enthralling.
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In this clearly written and cogently argued essay, Hahn makes a convincing and highly pertinent case for what Pope Benedict
holds to be the crucial challenge for the Church and theology today – the reunification, and thereby the renewal, of exegesis theologically
conceived and theology exegetically grounded. Theologically insightful and surefooted, this book is one of the best and
certainly the most timely and urgent among the recent introductions to the theology of Pope Benedict XVI.”
Reinhard Hütter, Duke Divinity School

Market:
Loyal Scott Hahn readers
Anyone seeking to learn about Pope Benedict XVI’s theology: Catholic laity, clergy and students
Any intellectually curious Christian
Scott Hahn holds the Pope Benedict XVI Chair of Biblical Theology at St Vincent Seminary, Pennsylvania, and is
Professor of Theology and Scripture at the Franciscan University of Steubenville as well as the Founder and
President of the St Paul Center for Biblical Theology. The extraordinary vision and panache of Scott Hahn’s
writing have made Catholic theology thrilling and accessible for millions of readers inside and far beyond the
boundaries of the Church. He is the author of over twenty books, including nine others available from DLT: Reasons to Believe;The Lamb’s Supper; Hail, Holy Queen; First Comes Love; Lord, Have Mercy; Swear to God; Letter and
Spirit; Ordinary Work, Extraordinary Grace; and Signs of Life (Publishing November 2009)
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